"Akc Champion Line English Mastiffs"
Contracted by "Dakota’s Gentle Giants’”
Breeder: Kandace Hayes
IMPORTANT PLEASE READ ALL

The parties enter into this contract for the purchase, and sale of an English Mastiff puppy Kandace Hayes {Breeder} 
And _______________________________{new owner}
The contract terms set forth are prepared for the benefit of each individual dog, breeder, and buyer.

I.  Description of sale
· Purchase and sale of English Mastiff puppy (Date):_                        _
 · Puppy description (sex, dam, sire, whelping date, physical description):                                     
· Deposit/reservation system description:                                                          
Puppy's name (given by breeder):                                 

II. Buyer's Obligations
* Buyer understands that if at any point no contact is kept with breeder at least a minimum of every 3months with a photo this contract is VOIDED.  
{It is very important to us, to know our pups are in good homes & hear updates as well as a photo}
*The Buyer agrees to provide the dog with proper exercise, diet, shelter, general care, and properly maintain adequate accommodations for an English Mastiff considering its size and weight. The Buyer further agrees to provide regular veterinary care including checkups, booster vaccinations, and any other care needed by the dog (e.g. regular worming, illnesses, injuries, etc). The Buyer also agrees that the dog shall be maintained and kept under Buyer's control at all times and not allowed to run at large (with possible exception of under direct supervision and control of owner).
*The Buyer is required to bring his/her puppy to a qualified veterinarian within one (1) week for a preliminary veterinary evaluation.
(Making this health guarantee final) 
*Because English Mastiffs continue to grow beyond two (2) years of age, the Buyer agrees while the dog is less than two years of age, physical activity is supervised and limited accordingly. The Buyer agrees to not place undue stress upon the dog's growing joints, including but not limited to, weight pulling, long-distance running or jogging and jumping from heights. Any such activity may cause permanent and irreversible damage to growing joints.
*The puppy will need to receive a diet of good quality food, cheap food can later cause hip dysphasia from lack of nutrient. Make sure its a large breed food.




*Notification will be given before transfer of ownership of this Mastiff puppy. If at any time during this Mastiff's life the Buyer decides to sell or give him away, the Buyer agrees to notify the Breeder and must give the breeder first rights. The Breeder will at any time take this Mastiff back if asked to do so, with no further questions required of the Buyer.
*If at any time, there is demonstrable neglect, abuse or illegal activity involving this canine, said canine is subject to immediate forfeiture to the Kennel named above. 
III. Sellers Obligations
* Dakota’s Gentle Giants’ agrees that the puppy is vet checked a minimum of 3 times by our licensed vet, and is current on shots and de wormer appropriate to the puppy's age.
* Dakota’s Gentle Giants’ agrees that the dog is in good health and sound temperament to the best of our knowledge- Dakota’s Gentle Giants’ cannot be responsible for alterations in the dog's temperament while under the care of the Buyer.
* Dakota’s Gentle Giants’ further agrees to offer guidance to the Buyer at any time.
* Dakota’s Gentle Giants’ agrees to furnish a copy of the puppy's registration paperwork, and will be given once pup is completely paid for.
IV. Heath warranty
* Dakota’s Gentle Giants’ provides a 26 month warranty on severe genetic health defects that expires 26 months from the date of birth of the puppy, and a 26 month warranty on bilateral hip dysphasia that expires 26months from the date of birth of the puppy as well. Should the Buyer seek to use this warranty, Buyer will need to make available to the seller copies of the puppy/dogs’ complete medical records along with a written diagnosis of the genetic disorder from a certified licensed veterinarian stating that the problem is genetic, and is not the result of environment, injury, accident, disease, abuse, neglect or an acquired illness.
*If the Buyer meets the necessary conditions, Dakota’s Gentle Giants’ agrees to a one-time puppy replacement with a puppy of equal value at which time Dakota’s Gentle Giants’ is reasonably able. Should the Buyer decide to keep their canine, the only remedy available to them is 50% off the price of a future puppy and accepts the responsibility of any medical expenses for that canine. This warranty is null and void if the Buyer has failed to comply with the terms of this contract or has shown negligence in the abuse in the care of his/her dog. Please be advised that there will be No Cash Refunds. (All Vetting history must be kept current as well to assure proper vetting care)
*The buyer will be required to have the puppy checked by a veterinarian within 7 days of purchase. 





{Buyer is responsible for remaining vaccinations needed according to age appropriate}
(For this contract to be valid, copy from a licensed vet with in 1weeks time of purchase, is required and can be faxed/emailed to breeder)
(NOTE: Just a standard examination as vaccinations will be current, unless of age for next round of vaccinations)






Conditions not covered by warranty:
 *As sublaxation, OCD and HOD can be the results of poor nutrition, improper exercise and/or  excessive crating no warranty shall apply for these conditions. It is the Sellers opinion that unilateral dysplasia is non-genetic and is of injury or nutritional origin.

*As DJD Grade 1 type elbow dysplasia or unilateral elbow dysplasia can be the results of poor nutrition, improper exercise, injury from jumping or rough playing, no warranty shall apply for this condition.

 *As Thyroid disease is often the result of improper nutrition the seller reserves the right to not warranty this condition

 *As heartworm related cardiac disease is brought on by neglect to properly care for the Mastiff no warranty shall apply for this condition.
(recommended monthly prevention for heart worms and other parasites)

*No warranty is given for Entropian or Extropian.

*Since undescended testicles can be caused by injury or other trauma no warrantee is given for retained testicles after the puppy is received by the buyer. Male puppies have been examined and verified to have both testicles descended by my veterinarian at the time examination.









Addendums
All additional canines subject to this agreement shall be in the form of an addendum.
The Breeding Rights Addendum follows below.
Acceptance
By signature below, both parties affirm that they have read and understood this agreement:

Signature (Dakota’s Gentle Giants’) _____________________________________ Date ___/___/_____


Signature (BUYER) _____________________________________ Date ___/___/_____


Notary Signature (stamp w/seal):                                                                            Date___/____/______
Addendum I
Breeding Rights Addendum
Mountain Pride Mastiffs agrees to one of the following breeding rights and responsibilities for this canine by initialing the relevant type of breeding rights below.
A. Full breeding rights. Transfer of all breeding/showing rights to the Buyer. Buyer agrees to not breed the dog before it is physically and psychologically mature and never outside of the breed. The Buyer agrees to not breed the female till after her second heat cycle, and no more than four times in her lifetime or after the age of 6 (whichever comes first). All breeding must be approved and litter information shall be submitted to the AKC Kennel for the Kennel's records. {lifetime breeder advice available}

Initials: Dakota’s Gentle Giants’                  Buyer __________

B. No breeding rights. At no time shall the Buyer use this canine for breeding at any time. The Buyer is to spay or neuter this puppy by 8 months of age or pup will be taken back with no reimbursement. By signing this, witnessed by a notary you agree to such terms and will provide proper documentation by the age requested above.

Initials: Dakota’s Gentle Giants’__________ Buyer __________Notary________




 

 


